Find the bears before they go into hibernation!

1. Start downstairs on the 3rd floor of the Luce Center and find 3 bronze bears. *Group of Bears* is a copy of the sculptures on top of the Bronx Zoo gate. What is the name of the artist?

2. Go up the opposite steps to the Folk Art section. Look between cases 25-28 to find a mama bear and her cubs. How many cubs are on the mama bear’s back?

3. Stay in Folk Art and find a big painting called *The Circus*. Find the performing bears. What kind of shoes is the bear wearing?

4. Go up to the top floor, to the 20th-Century Sculpture section. Look through the bottom shelves to find a stoneware bear. What is the bear holding in its mouth?

5. Move back down to the middle floor and find case 16B. How many bears do you see in this case?

6. Find cases 12–15. Keep your eyes high to find *The Flute Player*. Name one other animal in the painting.

**Bonus!** Find the mural in the hallway on the 3rd floor. Take a picture with the panda! Share your bear on social media with #atSAAM